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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
JOHNSON SYSTEMS INC. Announces Environ Power Modules
CALGARY, Alberta (September 15, 2015) - JOHNSON SYSTEMS INC. (JSI) is pleased to
announce the release of the new Environ Power Modules. These relay power modules provide
non-dim power control of existing Strand Digital Environ (DE90) and Environ 2 architectural dimmer
rack load circuits. These direct retrofit/conversion modules are specifically designed to replace dual
2,400 Watt Strand Digital Environ (DE90) and Environ 2 dimmer modules.
The new Environ Power Modules provide pure AC sinusoidal non-dim power control to modern
loads and can be controlled via DMX, Ethernet and other modern communication protocols. In
addition to the controllable Power Module, a Constant Module is also available for applications
where only UL489 breaker protection is required.
The new dual circuit Environ Power Modules also employ:
•
•
•
•
•

heavy-duty “air-gap” relays rated to 277VAC at 50 Amps, providing robust power switching
for demanding environments and longevity;
on demand power control of LED fixtures, fluorescent fixtures or any environment where
fast, precise distributed power control is required;
two 20 Amp magnetic breakers offer flush face panel finish and are UL 489 rated;
advanced electronic design provides precise DMX triggering and eliminates down time idle
current;
blue LED control status indication offers enhanced safety and visual indication of “live” load
circuit status.

JSI Environ Power Modules are ETL compliant with a two-year conditional factory warranty.
Optionally, up to 10 year warranty is available! Details on the new Environ Power Modules,
including product images and specifications, are available on JSI’s website at
www.johnsonsystems.com.

ABOUT JOHNSON SYSTEMS INC. (JSI):
JOHNSON SYSTEMS INC. (JSI) (www.johnsonsystems.com) is a leading manufacturer of stateof-the-art lighting control products and systems designed for television, theatre, hotels, convention
centers, churches, theme parks and other facilities.
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